Revolutionary Performance with Lasting Quality

Outdoor LED Commercial Lighting Fixtures

- Up to 160 Lumens per Watt Directional
- 100,000+ HRS Rated System
- 7 Year LED Warranty

fixture 6134RLED
finish: Verde Bronze

fixture 99432RLED
finish: Weathered Bronze

Roof Mounted LED
- 6134 Series shown

Hanover LANTERN
Handcrafted in America
OUTDOOR LED COMMERCIAL LIGHTING FIXTURES

5732RLED
H: 25 3/4"
W: 11 1/4"
EPA: 1.02
Fitter: 3" I.D.

99432RLED
H: 28 1/4"
W: 11 1/4"
EPA: 1.02
Fitter: 3" I.D.

5534RLED
H: 31 3/4"
W: 14"
EPA: 1.30
Fitter: 3" I.D.

99634RLED
H: 33 1/4"
W: 13 3/4"
EPA: 1.35
Fitter: 3" I.D.

31832RLED
H: 32 5/8"
W: 14 3/4"
EPA: 1.66
Fitter: 3" I.D.

8432RLED
H: 31"
W: 14 3/4"
EPA: 1.22
Fitter: 3" I.D.

Key Benefits
- True white light, large coverage area
- 100,000+ HRS rated system life
- 90% Lumen Maintenance at 100,000+ HRS
- Engineered optics efficiently managed light
- IP66 Wet Location Rate LED Engine
- Superior thermal design (no fans or thermal band aids)
- Universal 120-277 VAC, 480 VAC optional
- 36kV Surge Suppression
- 7 Year LED Warranty

30834RLED
H: 42 3/4"
W: 20 3/4"
EPA: 2.60
Fitter: 3" I.D.

6134RLED
H: 38 1/2"
W: 21 1/4"
EPA: 2.60
Fitter: 3" I.D.

ORDERING INFORMATION

6134RLED  BLK  OP  40  3000K  T5M

1  2  3  4  5  6

1 Model No.
2 Finish
(All finishes available)
3 Panels
(See available options)
4 Wattage
40W, 60W
5 Color Temperature
2200K, 3000K, 4000K, 5000K
6 Light Distribution
T3M = Type 5, T5M = Type 3

To ensure prompt and efficient processing of your order, please follow the sequence listed in the example above. Consult factory for availability.
Revolutionary Performance with Lasting Quality

Outdoor LED Commercial Lighting Globes

- Up to 160 Lumens per Watt Directional
- 100,000+ HRS Rated System
- 7 Year LED Warranty

fixture 2170LED
finish: Verde

fixture 2270LED
finish: Black

D4 LED shown

Handcrafted in America
OUTDOOR LED COMMERCIAL LIGHTING GLOBES

ORDERING INFORMATION

1. Model No.
2. Finish
   (All finishes available)
3. Panels
   (See available options)
4. Wattage
   40W, 60W
5. Color Temperature
   2200K, 3000K, 4000K, 5000K
6. Light Distribution
   T5M = Type 5, T3M = Type 3

To ensure prompt and efficient processing of your order, please follow the sequence listed in the example above. Consult factory for availability.
Revolutionary Performance with Lasting Quality
Outdoor LED Residential Lighting Fixtures

- Up to 80 Lumens per Watt
- 40,000+ HRS Rated System
- 5 Year LED Warranty

family Manor
fixture B5510LED
finish: Antique Silver

family Revere
fixture B8301LED
finish: Granite

LED Modules
Backplate of LED Module

Hanover LANTERN
Handcrafted in America
OUTDOOR LED RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING FIXTURES

Manor LED Series
Small (B2500)

Medium (B4100)

Large (B5500)

Grande (B6100)

Key Benefits
• Up to 80 Lumens per Watt
• 40,000+ HRS rated system life
• Uses LM80 high performance LED
• Multiple Wattage available 11W, 16W, 19W and 25W Dimmable
• 5 Year LED Warranty

ORDERING INFORMATION

B5530LED  BLK  OA  11  3000K

1 Model No.
2 Finish
(All finishes available)
3 Panels
(See available options)
4 Wattage
11W, 16W, 19W, 25W
5 Color Temperature
3000K, 4000K, 5000K

Other family series available:
Abington
Indian Wells
Jamestown
Jefferson
Plymouth
Revere
Stockholm
Sturbridge
Plymouth Value Line - 4 sided
Jamestown Value Line - 6 sided

Handcrafted in America
Hanover Lantern
425 East Middle Street
Hanover, PA 17331
Phone: 717-632-6464
Fax: 717-969-2930
www.hanoverlantern.com

Wattage Equivalent  Initial Lumens
11W  60W Incand.  880
16W  75W Incand.  1140
19W  120W Incand.  1420
25W  180W Incand.  2090